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Chorley & Leyland NCT Nearly New Sale: Volunteer Guidelines 
 

Thank you very much for volunteering to help at our Nearly New Sale.  Without your help it would not be 
possible to have such a large and successful sale and we really appreciate you helping the NCT charity and 
supporting your local branch.  Below are some guidelines which we thought might help if you are new to 
volunteering, if you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact us at 
NNS.ChorleyAndLeyland@nct.org.uk 
 
General Information 
 
Roles – We will send out emails detailing your allocated role during the week before the sale.  If there are 
any problems with your allocated role or your availability changes, please let us know asap, so that we can 
reassign roles as necessary. 
 
Children – It can be difficult to volunteer and look after young mobile children, therefore apart from non-
mobile babies, we regret that we are unable to accommodate children under the age of 12 coming along 
with volunteers.  The special bumps and babies session is limited to helpers bringing non-mobile babies with 
them and is run in a back room, where the sold items tags are sorted and there will be mats/ toys for the 
babies and space to feed/ change them.  Any helpers aged between 12 and 16 are welcome to register but 
must attend with a parent/ carer who remains responsible for them at all times, and we will allocate you 
roles together. 
 
Car Parking – I will email at a later date as to where to park. Those of you who are regulars will know that we 
were unable to use Woodlands car park in May so we had to utilise the school parking as best we could. 
Those allocated to car parking duty have a huge part to play in making the Sale run smoothly. 
 
Quality control – although we have a group of volunteers specifically quality controlling seller’s items as they 
are dropped off, we would appreciate all volunteers keeping their eyes open for items that are not in ‘Nearly 
New’ condition.  These include any tatty, dirty or broken items, any unlabelled or un-priced items and any 
items which we are unable to accept for sale (a list of which is available on the day or in the seller’s pack).  If 
you spot anything whilst arranging items, please return them to the Quality Control area for labelling. 
 
Refreshments – Drinks and biscuits will be provided in the refreshments area. But if you are staying all day 
please bring some lunch to eat.  
 
First Aid – The First Aid Box is kept in the Project Management box near the stage.  Please report any first aid 
incidents to the sale coordinator. 
 
Fire procedure – Please familiarise yourself with this and look where the fire exits are in the room. 

• When placing items for sale, ensure that the fire exits are kept clear 

• Ensure all walkways are kept clear, not blocked by bags, pushchairs etc 

• If the alarm sounds, please ask buyers to place shopping bags under tables out of the way, so they 
do not block exit routes 

• Direct everyone to the assembly points 
 
Anti Theft guidelines for volunteers – Please remain vigilant.  If you are concerned about something you see 
happening, please alert the sale coordinator.   
Look out for: 
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• Goods under prams 

• Clothing being removed from hangers 

• Labels being removed/ swapped 
 
Sellers who volunteer - Sellers who volunteer to help at 2 or more sessions (at least one slot must be either 
during or after the sale) qualify for a reduced commission rate of 20%.  To qualify for discount, you will need 
to stay for the entirety of the sessions you volunteer for and make sure that you sign in and out so we know 
which sessions you volunteered at. 
 
Time credits - For each hour spent volunteering with us you can claim 1 Chorley Time Credit. These can be 
spent in a range of places from Blackpool Circus to Chorley Leisure Centre. For more information please visit: 
http://www.justaddspice.org/ 
  
If you are interested in registering for the Chorley Time Credits scheme please complete the online 
registration at: http://bit.ly/ChorleyNCTtimecredits before the sale. 
 
Timings: 
 

8:30 Session 1 volunteers arrive and sign in – finish setting up hall with signage 

9 – 9.45 Sellers drop off items and volunteers review & put out items in the hall 

9.45 - 10:30 Finish laying out merchandise – please tidy your allocated area 

10.30 Volunteer refreshments  

10.40 – 11.00 Volunteer briefing, volunteer raffle, Session 2 volunteers arrive and sign in 

11-11:20 Pre-sale for all volunteers (this will start earlier if ready!) 

11:20-11:45 General tidy up of areas following volunteer shop 

11:45- 12 NCT members shop 

12-1:30 General public shop 

1.20 – 1.45 Sorting rails into number order 

1:45 Sale closes & Session 3 volunteers arrive  

1:45 – 1:55 Break for volunteers & hall rearranged for sorting grid 

1:45 – 3:00 Sort remaining items into individual sellers piles 

3:00 – 3:30 Sellers return to pick up unsold items 

3:30 – 4:00 Barnardo’s to pick up donated items/ Hall tidied 

4:30 We go home for a rest! 

 
Throughout there day there will be a number of team leads around who will be clearly identifiable with 
green aprons/ sashes to help and advise where needed.  For all other volunteers staying for the sale, we 
have white aprons to wear to identify volunteers.  
 
Please note you can volunteer for one session or as many as you would like to help out with. Many choose to 
stay through the day, or the Friday night set up and a slot on the day of the sale. If you are unable to attend 
your slot that you have volunteered for please let us know as soon as you are aware. It is difficult to juggle 
people around to around for no show helpers.  
 
Session 1 volunteers (8:30am – 11:45am) 
Please come to the fire doors of the sports hall where you will see us signing in volunteers. Please ensure 
you sign in and out so we know who is in the building. 

http://bit.ly/ChorleyNCTtimecredits
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During this session we will finish any set up from the night before including setting up signs and rails. Sellers 
will arrive from 9am, they will register and start bringing items to the tables set up by the sports hall doors.  
These will then pass through a quality control team. Please take items from the table and place in the 
relevant area in the hall.  Any items you are not sure about please speak to one of the team leads.  Each item 
has a specific place to go, please see the layout maps we will have displayed on the day. Initially place items 
in their allocated area. As the area gets busy please ensure there is someone on your allocated area tidying 
up and sorting through.  Once all sellers items are laid out and tidy, we will all meet and get refreshments. 
The pre-sale will start as early as possible and finish at 11.20am. PLEASE DO NOT SHOP BEFORE THE 
VOLUNTEERS SALE OPENS – any items that are found to have been put to one side will be put back. If you 
find any items that you don’t think are “nearly new” please take back to quality control or ask someone in a 
green apron. Everybody is responsible for only letting quality goods go on sale. If your area is tidy, move 
onto an area that needs extra people helping tidy. If you are unsure, ask someone in a green apron, or the 
person you signed in with. 
 
Session 2 volunteers (10:50am – 1:50pm) 
Please come to the fire doors of the sports hall where you will see us signing in volunteers. Please ensure 
you sign in and out so we know who is in the building. Previously the volunteer’s sale has started at 11am so 
you may wish to arrive 10 minutes before this to sign in and ensure you can get into the presale!   
For those volunteers who have been with us since 8:30am or are staying until we have finished you may 
want to grab a bite to eat before the sale opens.  
 
At 11:45 the sale will open to members and then 12 to non-members.  During the sale you will be allocated 
an area and role please see below the description of each role but primarily you are there to help shoppers, 
for security (acting as a deterrent for shoplifting) and to keep the sale tidy.  
 
At about 1.20pm, please start sorting items on the rails/ tables around the edge of the room by seller 
numbers – this will give us a head start on the task of sorting unsold items. 
 
Session 3 Volunteers (1:30pm – 4:00pm) 
Please come to the fire doors of the sports hall where you will see us signing in volunteers. Please ensure 
you sign in and out so we know who is in the building. 
Once the sale is over we will clear the centre of the hall and then start sorting the remaining items into 
individual sellers piles on the “grid”. If you are able please help push the tables to the sides of the room. 
Numbers will be laid out on the floor in a grid formation and a pile created for each seller who has unsold 
items. Please check the label carefully when completing this as previously items have gone to charities 
which should have gone back to sellers or been returned to the wrong seller. Once items have been sorted 
onto the correct pile, choose a pile and check the items there correspond to the seller number on the grid. 
Use a pen to tick and initial the seller grid sheet to indicate that this pile had been checked. 
 Sellers will then arrive from 3pm to collect their unsold/undonated items.  Please ensure you tell them to 
check the lost property table on the way out in case any labels got lost from the item and we don’t know 
who to return it to. 
 
All volunteers 

• Please try to avoid bringing valuables with you, there is nowhere to store them.  

• Wear layers, it can be cold in the hall and you may be required to go outside. 

• Please sign in and out  
• We will aim to have the all the items for sale sorted out ready for the pre-sale at 11am. The pre sale 

shop will stop at 11.20 and will start early if ready. 
• Refreshments are available but lunch is not provided – please bring this with you. 
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• Non-mobile, feeding babies are welcome however please advise us prior to the sale as we can 
allocate an appropriate role. 

• Please also add a note when registering if there is any medical condition we need to be aware of 
when allocating roles e.g. pregnant of bad back 

Often we are short of volunteers in the afternoon, please stay and help us for as long as you can. We need 
volunteers in the afternoon to pack all the unsold items into bags for sellers to collect. 

 
Thank you so much for offering to help at the sale.  We hope you enjoy it 
as much as we do. 

Tasks overview 
 

There are specific tasks for each session which are detailed below.  We will let you know which you are doing 
and there will be people around to help you if it is your first time doing a task.  However following feedback 
we have provided an overview of the tasks below to help people understand more about the tasks in 
advance. 

 
Before the sale 
Registering sellers 
You will have a list of all sellers registered with their seller number and name, when they arrive to drop off 
their items please check them off on the list and ensure we have a valid phone number on the list for them 
and ask them to double check if we have the correct information as to whether they are going to pick up or 
donate items. Once this job is complete please let a team lead know and they can allocate you another role.  
 
Registering volunteers 
You will have a list of volunteers and their roles for pre-sale, during sale and after sale. When they arrive 
ensure they sign in and know their roles and who their team lead is. Ask them to sign out when they leave. 
Remind volunteers that shopping is not allowed until after the briefing once volunteer shopping has officially 
begun.  
 
Tidying seller boxes/bags 
Once items have been emptied on to the tables for quality control the bags/ boxes that sellers have brought 
their items in need to be stacked in numerical order as far as possible neatly in the allocated area to avoid 
accidents and to keep them safe. Once this job is complete please let a member of the team lead and they 
can allocate you another role. 
 
Quality control 
There is a list of items which are and aren’t allowed to be sold. This is sent to sellers prior to the sale please 
ensure none of these items are entered into the sale (list available in sellers pack – please ask if you require 
a copy) You will also need to check that all items are clean and in good condition if they are not they cannot 
be sold and will need to be returned to the seller – the reason must be written on the tag. Once this job is 
complete please let a team member know and they can allocate you another role. 
 
All volunteers have been asked to double check with quality control and may bring items back for you to 
have a second look at and reject as normal if appropriate. 
 
Tidying rejected items 
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Any items that have been rejected by quality control need to be tidied and put neatly to one side ready to be 
returned to seller once the sale is over. Once this job is complete please let a team member know and they 
can allocate you another role.  
 
Displaying sellers items 
Once items have passed quality control we need to arrange them.  Each item has a specific place to go, 
please see the hall layout and follow the signage in the hall. Please do not start shopping whilst doing this. 
Any items found to have been put to one side or reserved will be put back. All items need to be put out 
and tidied before the volunteer sale can begin. If one area has finished, move on to another that looks like it 
needs tidying. 
  
 
Volunteer refreshments 
Tea, coffee and squash as well as biscuits are available for volunteers. You will need to fill the tea urn and get 
everything ready prior to the volunteer shop starting. The urn will need to go on as early as possible as it 
takes a long time to heat. Cakes, biscuits and drinks can be set out whilst the urn is heating. 
 
Carpark 
Please direct people to park on the carpark. If we can use Woodlands all volunteers will need to park there. 
Otherwise a car park plan will be given to you to direct volunteers and buyers to parking spaces. All 
volunteers need to be prepared to do this task. We split down the shifts so no-one has to be outside for long 
periods unless they choose to.   
 
During the sale 
Taking entry money 
At 11:45am we will allow NCT members in.  They will enter via the main sports hall doors. Shoppers will need 
to pay the £1 entry fee 1 time credit can be used instead. Please ensure they have a membership card or are 
on the list of Chorley & Leyland members, hand them a green shopping bag and goody bag and ask them to 
complete the publicity survey.  Once all the members are in and it is 12noon we will let non-members in, 
please follow the same procedure as members. Only one member is allowed in on one card, any people not 
on the list or presenting a membership card will have to join the queue for non members. Ikea shopping 
bags will also be sold here for £1 or a Time Credit, please ensure you keep a tag for every bag sold.  
 
Walking the floor to assist buyers and keeping the hall tidy 
During the sale things will get moved and fall off the tables/rails.  Please try and keep the floor as tidy as 
possible and relocate any items.  Whilst you are allocated an area, please use your initiative and tidy where 
it is needed. Some areas get busier than others. 
 
People also tend to grab lots of items and then sort them out in a corner on the floor, please hang around 
this area and lend a hand to move them along and reduce the risk of anything going missing. Please keep an 
eye out for any potential shop lifting and report any suspicious behaviour to a team lead.  
 
Tills 
At the tills, there are two volunteers working together – 1 person cuts off half the tag and bags up the items, 
whilst the other adds up the tags to work out how much the buyer is to pay.   
Volunteer 1 – tagging and bagging:  you will need to cut off half the price label, bag up items and double 
check you have done this for everything.  Check whether the buyer would like to buy an Ikea shopping bag 
for £1 (or a Time Credit) If using a TC add the £1 onto the bill and ask the buyer to tell the person on the end 
payment desk to knock it off. Pass a ‘bag ticket’ to the adding up volunteer. 
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Volunteer 2 – adding up:  Add up the prices on the tags using the printing calculators, double check that the 
number of tags equals the number of items that you have charged the customer for on their receipt, thank 
the customer for supporting the sale and put the tags into the tag collection tub  
   
Tagging/ Bumps and Babies room 
All the tags from the sold items require sorting…  

• Regularly collect tags from the tills using the washing up bowl  

• Sort the tags by seller number into the plant trays  

• Regularly transfer the tags from the plant trays to the A5 seller envelopes – as you transfer them, 
please do a cursory check to see that no rogue tags have been incorrectly sorted and that the tags 
are going into the correct envelope  

 
During the sale, you may be required to do price checks on items via mobile phone – if so, use the sellers 
lists within the folders. Once the sale is over and all the tags have been sorted and put into the envelopes, 
transfer the envelopes into the plastic wallets within the Seller’s folders  
 
Payment desk  
Ask to see the customers receipt and ask them how they would like to pay (by cash or debit/ credit card)  
For credit card payments:   

• use the Chip and Pin machine – enter the payment amount and press enter   
• hand the machine to the customer to either insert their credit card and pin/ pay by contactless  (if 

less than £30)  
• Keep the merchant copy of credit card machine receipts and ensure that the customer received their 

copy  
• Stamp their receipt to mark as paid  

For cash payments:  
• Take cash and issue any change from the float (use a calculator to work our change required if you 

are unsure)  
• Cash will be regularly collected from the tills by our treasury team  

Time Credits – If someone wants to buy an IKEA bag using a TC the bag will be on the added up receipt. 
Please delete £1 from the total and accept the Credit, then charge cash or card for the rest.  
 
Carpark 
You will need to direct shoppers to the car park and ensure people accessing the school for other activities 
have access. 
 
Refreshments 
Tea, coffee and squash as well as biscuits and home baked cakes will be available to shoppers for donations. 
 
Security/exit door 
Please make sure that people are going from the tills to the payment desk and not bypassing paying also 
doing a quick look over prams etc to ensure all items have been bagged and paid for. If you have any 
concerns please contact the NNS Coordinator. 
 
After sale – “The Grid” and tidy up 
 
Sorting unsold items 
Nearing the end of the sale (about 1.20pm), begin to arrange items on clothing rails by seller number. If you 
get stuck please ask a member of the team. As the sale closes other items can begin to get sorted. 
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Once the sale is over, please help to clear all items/ tables to the side of the hall and collapse any exam desks 
to make room for the grid markers.   The items being returned to seller will be split in a grid formation 
relating to seller numbers that will be laid out on the floor. Retrieve seller boxes and bags from the store and 
lay out on the grid in the matching seller’s spot.  As soon as the grid and boxes are laid out, unsold items 
need to be taken and placed on the corresponding seller number – we start with clothes and smaller items, 
and then sort larger toys and equipment. We also need to ensure that rejected items are returned to sellers. 
Please check the label and pile you are placing the item on carefully when completing this as previously 
items have gone to charities which should have gone back to sellers or been returned to the wrong seller.  
 
Once all items have been sorted onto the grid, please check each individual seller’s pile for items which do 
not belong to that seller.  Once you have checked a pile, please sign the grid marker to say it has been 
checked. 
 
Returning unsold/not donated items to sellers 
Sellers will arrive to collect their unsold/undonated items.  Please ensure you ask them to check the lost 
property table in case any labels got lost from the item and we don’t know who to return it to.  


